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START: 1331 END: 1448 

METHODOLOGY: CRV VIEWER IDENTIFIER: 095 

1. (S/NF/SK) MISSION: Advanced training. The purpose of this 
session was to allow the viewer to experience a novel AI (that 
associated with the death and mutilation of animals), and to 
understand how such AI's impact upon (and possibly limit) the degree 
of conscious site/event awareness. 

2. (S/NF/SK) VIEWER TASKING: 095 was provided with only the target 
coordinates, initially. After the expected AI, the viewer was 
instructed (in Stage 4) to "try and get behind the AI to see what is
causing it". 

3. (S/NF ISK) COMMENTS: 095 is currently undergoing ERV training. It 
has been approximatedly 3 weeks since the last CRV session and 095 
(still an inexperienced CRV s::r~ is a little out of practice; per 
095, "I feel a little rusty". _ 

4. (S/NF/SK) EVALUATION: 4]+(095 acquired the site/event and 
became acutely aware of the AI's negative influence upon perception
objectification of data). 
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~.~ ..... ~ ".",IIClIV";) V vClll'" IldV\:: U\....\....UII\::U II. a numoer ur u'::' slates Tor nearlY two 
decades. Despite reports and investigations into this continuing horror story - with 
its weird GataLQ~Qt.OJ..OOij6~~~I~~~~c;p..rp~es and precise surgery - we are 

se ~0011 03lA7ear"I~""JPI!f~-~~~~~IW~'f~LlfiPators. The saga is an unresolved 
I morass of baffling data, grim evidence, and complex as well as conflicting theories 

involving rumours of UFOs, pagan or military cults, scientific or governmental 
conspiracies, secret experiments, and so on. In a bold effort to 'see' beyond this 
impasse, New Jersey researcher Peter A. Jordan conducted an experiment: asking 
psychics to study photos of a case he investigated himself and to give a psycho
metric reading. These impressions, whose relevance you will have to decide for 
yourselves, is here published for the first time. Peter Jordan is a free-lance writer and 
lecturer on ufology and psychic research, and founder/director of the Association 
for the Study of Unexplained Phenomena (ASUP), Flushing, NY. 
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PREFACE - .... . - ___. After extensive investigation, Valdez said that 
Five years of research into the unexplained has the origin of the strange prints "could not be 
taught me several valuable lessons. Above all determined." 
else, however, I have learned that the most Like many other ranchers affected by the 
spontaneous and instinctual methods of re- mutilation phenomenon, Gomez was hopeful 
search often lead to the brightest discoveries. that a gooc) , "logical" explanation would be 
Whether investigating a putative haunting, or found for the anomalous events in Dulce. Un
analyzing the spectacular claims of a UFO con- fortunately, the mystery stubbornly refused to 
tactee, I could not escape the conviction that respond to reason, thus prompting a wave of 
an investigation guided purely by intellect was vast speculation. Gomez was told by some that 
empty. I quickly learned -to--- appreciate __ his-cowS-hadsucum.bed to "ll<ltural predation," 
moments of intuition which came across my and that the so-called "surgical incisions" were, 
path, and to grab hold of them as vigorously as in fact, produced by the sharp teeth of either 
I did the familiar logic of the philosopher's foxes, badgers, coyotes, or magpies. Others 
trade. With each new case I explored,the less I pointed their fmgers at local "cultists," linking 
discarded as meaningless and irrelevant, and the the mutil~tions to "clandestine, pagan rituals," 
more I came to view as symbolic and vital. In a a claim widely made in other mutilation areas 
sense, I was reborn. As was the case with the throughout the United _ States. Still others. 
venerable Sufis, I yearned. for greater progress argued that the government was conducting 
in the· co-evolution of: Science and Spirit, and secret tests on our livestock, using the repro
searched for s~ns oLan impending "paradigm rluctive organs as "bio-indicators" for monitor
shift." I had been disappointed before. There ing the effects of fallout and other possible 
would be no such drama. Only more struggle. environmental hazards. Predictably, a small per
On account of this. struggle, I have developed centage conveniently used the bioindicator 
new eyes. For that,.I am grateful. It is with theory to nourish their own extraterrestrial 
these new eyes that I am able to dream. . hypothesis, simply replacing the word "govern-

. ment" with the words "alien superpower."UFO 
INTRODUCTION enthusiasts found this particular theory appeal
In June of 1979, I became actively involved in ing, since, they reasoned, it helped to explain 
the investigation of unexplained cattle mutila- the absence of any leaks in the curtain of 
tions. My primary source of information at that secrecy surrounding the mutilation phe
time was New Mexico State Police Officer Gabe nomenon. 
Valdez, who kindly furnished me with a set of Gomez was not impressed, however, with 
photographs taken on the ranch of Manuel _much of this speculation. He denounced the 
Gomez, a rancher living in the northwest town predator theory as "nonsense," claiming that 
of Dulce. Gomez, according to Valdez, had predators are physically "incapable" of per
been the hardest hit in New Mexico by the forming incisions as precisely as in the 
mutilators, having lost 6 of his cows since 1976. mutilations, and also thought it "unlikely" that 
The photographs I received from Valdez, in any government agency would go through such 
addition to depicting the alleged "surgical in- "expense and trouble" to conduct research that 
cisions" of the classic mutilation, also showed a could more easily be accomplished by purchas
series of odd, circular tracks discovered in the illg the cattle directly from him. At this 
vicinity of the carcasses. Firmly etched into the juncture, Gomez is willing to give a small 
hard dirt road, the imprints, which measured measure of credence to the popular cult and 
four inches in diameter, were shaped like alien theories, though, he admits, "the motive, 
"suction CUP~d had beel!. I.<U!l1<lWjl.JW:;.<Lip,.~~~ ~t.QH,..caie, i.s still very unclear." "No malte.r 
~7p<jIGI De9.&-dJotfl~"'U4i(rU"'~lI"'ob'(lat .t," says Gomez, ". can't find a 
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CRV Advanced Training 

Site was a flat~ low~ open, dry, warm, rocky, bleak area 
( I)(il '1:1 I" "" 1'1 ""V "("1 .. \ " .. ,'" ",: ,,' I" ,t" "1"1' ' t ' t I" ~. , I'" , .. :'" ,," t"~:,, '\'", "",' <:: d ", 11,1. tJ 1 .. " 'If:~ <::il'''(,:,~ con,,:;l ~::i':,F.'C OT a C], ","cu,1. ,::~r' '! 

marked area" Associated with the site was the feelinq of bad 
air, contamination, energetics and radiation" AOL ci~c:::l.e of 
death. Loud machine noises were present as were a group of men 

:~;~~;~e~~;~~;~g~;~?~:s~~;~~~~~ga~~c::~~r::~dw~: ~~t~~e~~met~~~~_ 
.I. u I... ~:, ui (":"'" L ,l 1...1:,7)c! IIIU L.I, UII " II') f:iV \-,)(''''1'''(.7:' ";;(":1 Ir"I'" y 'I n CI 1"11'" (::"j") i:,ll'" 'I n Cj 

:~~s~~!n?~el~~=tt~:~yw~:~ew~~i~~i~=~~~dw:~r~~~:A~~~~~ ~~:~i:::S, 
induced in the circular! marked area is what ca~sed the death. 
(.'-; ~:;;i ~::; u c :i, at:, F:" ci \'1 i t h t h (,:,,' i,'\J (J r" .:::1 II c:I ':::~ a t, h II v'J (,:,~ I'" (,:,) t h (,:,! c: D n c ("~ p '1::, ':::; Cl + t: hE') rn ,',:i I'" k (,::! d 
,lrea, accidental this time, induced, scientin+i~ and unnatural. 
CAUL: chemical weapon! military)" ihe men were not from the 

~:~e~~~:ef;::alo~~e~e:~:~g~~~~,a~e~~:~tb~Y;~~~g:i~::ra~tris~heThe 
7~~!~!7?S ~:~o~~:~e~l=~~~ ~~:nb:~~!7~Z ::~hat:~r~~= ~~~::r~~Clund 
security, secrecy, hiding and illegal activities" AOLs generated 
by the building were chem/bio warfare, helicClpter, military base, 
scj,entists and the nuclear radiation symbol. 
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